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精讲笔记

假定你是高中生李华，你的英语成绩在学校一直名列前茅，近期你们班将举办英语学习经验交流会，请你结合
实际谈一谈学习英语的心路历程。
学生原文：
It’s really an honor for me to be invited to the English experience exchanging meeting
sharing my long journey in English learning.
Just like most of people, at the first time my eyes are always fixed on the differences
between English and Chinese without noticing their similarities, which made me exhausted in getting
rid of the confusion of the grammars and structures.
However, I saw a glimmer of hope after attending Teacher Li’s class. He helped me conquer
the hardship by making me realize the similarities in this two languages. Something slowly began to
dawn on me — my English mark has been improved remarkably and now, nearly reaches 140.
Teacher Li is like a lighthouse, always guiding me to get through the dark and leading me to a
promising future. “Miracle is another name of diligence” that is what he always says to me. I firmly
believe that we can all have a remotion on English learning!

评分：11-15分（12/13-》14/15）
1-It’s really an honor for me to be invited to the English experience exchanging meeting, sharing my
long journey in English learning.
to be invited 主动语态
被动语态：特别强调逻辑主语的
英文的写作思维：if you are the one / staff only
1-exchanging + meeting ->seminar 交流会、研讨会
internship 实习
2.1-I am very honorable to stand here, sharing my experience with you guys.
2.2-It’s really an honor for me to be invited to the seminar to share my long journey in English
learning.
补语+补充说明的对象(主，宾)
make her cry (to do省略to补充说明her的补语，宾补)
she is made to cry (to cry补充说明she，主补)
补充说明一句话的，状语
修改后：
1-It’s really an honor for me to be invited to the seminar, a good opportunity to share my journey in
English learning.
排比，比喻，to do作后置定语，seminar的高级词汇
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2-Just like most of people, at the first time my eyes are always fixed on the differences between
English and Chinese, without noticing their similarities, which made me exhausted in getting rid of the
confusion/puzzle of the grammars and structures.
可以改为：
most of the people (who …) / are choosing …
at first = adv. 最初/ the first time = conj.
I fell in love with her the first time I met her.
I fell in love with her immediately=as soon as I met her.
be fixed<adj.> on 盯着…
修改为：
Like the same barriers most students may meet, numerous grammar rules and complicated
structures are what we have to conquer at first. However, more attention being paid on the
differences between English and Chinese, without noticing their similarities, adds its difficulty in
learning English.
复习：attribute to 归因于
which attributes to<prep.> + my more attention paid to the differences between English and Chinese.
3-However, I saw a glimmer of hope after attending Teacher Li’s class. He helped me conquer the
hardship by making me realize the similarities in this two languages. Something slowly began to
dawn on me - my English mark has been improved remarkably and now, nearly reaches 140.
修改为：
Fortunately,
I didn’t see a glimmer of hope until I signed up Teacher Li’s courses.
->Not until I signed up Teacher Li’s courses did I see a glimmer of hope.
->Not until I signed up Teacher Li’s courses did a light of hope shined/shot in my life/took me over.
修改后：
3-Not until I signed up Teacher Li’s courses did a light of hope shot in my life. It was his courses that
inspire me to seek the access to English learning — taking advantage of the similarities between the
two languages. Consequently, my English score has been improving gradually and steadily,
reaching140 finally.
not only … but also… = and
not until …
access to sth. 进入…
way to sth.
seek / find / look for /
4-Teacher Li is like a lighthouse, always guiding me to get through the dark and leading me to a
promising future. “Miracle is another name of diligence” that is what he always says to me. I firmly
believe that we can all have a remotion on English learning!
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修改为：
1-Teacher Li is like a lighthouse, (which is) always guiding me to get through the dark and leading me
to a promising future.
2-Teacher Li is like a lighthouse (guiding me to get through the dark and leading me to a promising
future).
3-Teacher Li is like a lighthouse, one (which is) always guiding me to get through the dark, one
leading me to a promising future.
4-Teacher Li is like a reliable counsellor, a good learning partner/(which is) always guiding me to get
through the darkness, a lighthouse leading me to a promising future.
1-Dong is girl, one (…), one (…).
2-Learning English with LXP is … experience, one (…), a journey (…).
3-Learning English with LXP is … experience, a journey (…), an adventure (…).
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